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Abstract The amount of data collected or generated by
ICT systems is growing exponentially (today we reached a
Petabyte Era and will soon enter the ExaScale one). Pro-
cessing and storing ever-larger volumes of data introduces
new challenges, and consequently, we need to constantly
develop new technological means to face them. Massive par-
allel processing platforms are the answer and are already
being developed over distributed systems (i.e., over cloud or
fog computing). However, the problem is that such platforms
need to support a wide variety of applications, coming with
different processing requirements. Thus, self-* behavior is
a must in this context, referring to self-managing character-
istics of distributed computing resources, their capability to
adapt to unpredictable changes while hiding intrinsic com-
plexity to operators and users. This special issue is dedicated
to dissemination and evaluation of advances in Autonomic
Computing and Big Data platforms, supported by large-
scale distributed systems (LSDS). Autonomic Computing
is facilitated by self-management capabilities that modern
LSDS introduce, such as self-configuration, self-healing,
self-optimization, and self-protection properties. In LSDS,
an important characteristic is dependability (defined in terms
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of reliability, availability, safety and security of the operating
system). Increased dependability means the system has to be
able to detect, recover, and tolerate every possible deviation
from its normal operation, and a wide area of Autonomic
Computing research is today dedicated to this subject. The
models used in the development of systems with depend-
ability capabilities combine monitoring, scheduling, data
management, security, and fault tolerance. The challenge is
that in Big Data platforms applications and users, and even
the distributed resources themselves, introduce unpredictable
dynamic behavior. Autonomic Computing is considered one
great challenge today faced by the IT industry, in need of find-
ing good answers to how to conquer the growing complexity
of large-scale systems and how to adequately cope with the
many issues facedby trulyBigData processing.All these top-
ics challenge today researchers, due to the strong dynamic
behavior of the user communities and of resource collec-
tions they use. The special issue is oriented on computer
and information advances aiming to develop and optimize
advanced system software, networking, and data manage-
ment components to cope with Big Data processing and
the introduction of Autonomic Computing capabilities for
the supporting large-scale platforms. We consider that our
special issue comes with new and novel added value in the
domain of Autonomic Computing and Big Data platforms.

Keywords Scheduling algorithms ·Resource management ·
Fault tolerance · Big Data · Heterogeneous distributed
systems

1 Introduction

In the last decade, Big Data analytics has become an indis-
pensable tool in transforming science, engineering, health
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care, finance, and ultimately business itself, due to the
unprecedented ability to extract new knowledge and auto-
matically find correlations in massive datasets that naturally
accumulate in our digital age. Several Big Data processing
frameworks emerged facilitating the development of multi-
step data pipelines using directly acyclic graph patterns.
Intended for very large scales, they have to address a series
of challenges, such as a scalable architecture, data loca-
tion transparency, high throughput under concurrent access,
and the storage of massive data with fine-grained access.
Although these requirements are the prerequisites for any
efficient data processing system, they also imply a high
degree of complexity in the configuration and tuning of the
system, with possible repercussions on the systems availabil-
ity and reliability. Making the most out of these frameworks
is challenging because efficient executions strongly rely on
complex parameter configurations and on an in-depth under-
standing of the underlying architectural choices.

Such challenges can be overcome if the systems are out-
fitted with a set of self-management mechanisms that enable
autonomic behavior, which can shift the burden of under-
standing and managing the system state from the human
administrator to an automatic decision-making engine. A
large-scale Big Data platform is a complex system that has to
dealwith changing rates of concurrent users, themanagement
of huge data spread across hundreds of nodes or with mali-
cious attempts to access or to damage stored data. Therefore,
such systems could largely benefit from a self-adaptation
component that enables autonomic behavior by adapting to
unpredictable changes while hiding intrinsic complexity to
operators and users.

However, enabling autonomic behavior for Big Data pro-
cessing is not a trivial task. Self-adaptation is impossible
without deep and specific knowledge of the state of both
the system and the infrastructure where the system is run-
ning on. The challenge in this context is raised by the
unpredictable dynamic behavior of users, applications, and
resources. Moreover, such platforms need to support a wide
variety of applications, coming with different processing
requirements adding heterogeneity challenges on top of the
scale ones.

2 This special issue

This special issue is dedicated to the dissemination and evalu-
ation of these specific advances inAutonomic Computing for
Big Data platforms. An important focus is on dependability
(defined in terms of reliability, availability, safety and secu-
rity of the operating system). Increased dependability means
the system has to be able to detect, recover, and tolerate every
possible deviation from its normal operation, and a wide area
of Autonomic Computing research is today dedicated to this

subject. Themodels used in the development of systems with
such capabilities combinemonitoring, scheduling, data man-
agement, security, and fault tolerance (Iordache et al. 2006).
To this end, the special issue is oriented on computer and
information advances aiming to develop and optimize system
software, networking, and data management components to
cope with Big Data processing and the introduction of Auto-
nomic Computing capabilities for the supporting large-scale
platforms.

The special issues follows the previous published work
like AMSBA (advances in modeling and simulation for big
data applications) (Florin et al. 2016), ARMCO (advanced
topics in resource management for ubiquitous cloud com-
puting: an adaptive approach) (Florin and Maria 2016), and
MidHDC (advanced topics on middleware services for het-
erogeneous distributed computing) part 1 and part 2 (Florin
et al. 2016, 2017).

This special issue contains the following papers, described
based on the main ideas presented in their abstracts.

– Autonomic deployment decisionmaking for big data ana-
lytics applications in the cloud (Lu et al. 2015). The
paper proposes a deployment decision-making solution
for BDA applications in the cloud as follows: a novel
language, named DepPolicy, to specify runtime deploy-
ment information as policies; a model for the deployment
decision-making problem as a constraint programming
problem using MiniZinc; a decision-making algorithm
that can make different deployment decisions for differ-
ent jobs in a way that maximizes overall utility while
satisfying all given constraints (e.g., cost limit); the
design and implementation of a decision-makingmiddle-
ware, named DepWare, for BDA application deployment
in the cloud.

– Sensing service architecture for smart cities using social
network platforms (Chifor et al. 2016). The paper
presents a security architecture where social networks
enable an adaptive sensing-as-a-service system. Smart
city objects, which need additional information beside
the one obtained from the sensors, collect it from the
most trusted nodes on the social network.

– An evaluation of cloud-based mobile services with lim-
ited capacity: a linear approach (Skourletopoulos et al.
2016). The paper evaluates different cloud-supported
mobile services subject to limited capacity, as the selec-
tion of a service may introduce additional costs, such as
those that derive from the additional amount of memory
required for processing.

– Analysis of power consumption in heterogeneous virtual
machine environments (Negru et al. 2016). This paper
studies the efficiency of data-intensive applications, and
the penalties, in terms of power consumption, that are
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introduced by different degrees of heterogeneity of the
virtual machines characteristics in a cluster.

– A simple model to exploit reliable algorithms in cloud
federations (Rubio-Montero et al. 2016). The paper pre-
sets a simple model together with a methodology to
couple scheduling software with GWpilot, a framework
that allows the personalized characterization of cloud
resources that those algorithms require, overcoming their
lack of trustworthiness in the information provided by the
cloud services.

– Cloud services composition through cloud patterns: a
semantic-based approach (Di Martino et al. 2016). This
paper presents a methodology for the discovery and com-
position of cloud services, guided by cloud patterns.

– ATAC4Cloud: a framework for modeling and simulat-
ing autonomic cloud (Chainbi et al. 2016). The paper
presents a cloud simulator supporting autonomic behav-
iors and integrating a workload generator that builds
benchmarks to test the cloud infrastructure. The under-
pinning of thiswork is the synergy existing between agent
technology and Autonomic Computing to develop self-
adaptive cloud systems. ATAC4Cloud is developed as an
extension of CloudSim.
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